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Dynamic Energy Principles



WHY IS

BUSINESS

COACHING SO

IMPORTANT?

 

Generally speaking,  driven
entrepreneurs possess high potential
to excel .  On their journey they might
come to the conclusion,  that they are
not real izing their ful l  potential .  A
reason could be their patterns of
thinking.  Unti l  we do not act on that,
and activate another thinking
strategy,  nothing wil l  change.
Everybody has strengths and
weaknesses in their thinking model.
When we use our preferred thinking
style,  we might miss out huge
important areas that we should be
focusing on.  Knowing our business,
means that we know exactly where
possible problems are and why and
how they need to be resolved.  But it
also means understanding our
l imitations in thinking,  and how to
look for an external  solution.
 
Business coaches help entrepreneurs
break through barriers that are
holding them back and focus on
necessary  implementations to
achieve the next level  of  success.
When helping cl ients,  the main goal
is  to train and mentor.  You have to
run your business,  and you’re
responsible for what happens.
 
So,  don’t  hope for a f lash of
inspiration to reveal  your
weaknesses!
 
 

Business Planning is not a stagnant
issue,  but is  a continuous improvement
process of how we can bring vision
alive.  Nevertheless,  thinking is
everything!  The thinking matters more
than the tactics.  The “why” becomes the
first priority.  Challenge the
way how you think in order to see the
best opportunity.  Business is  a
reflection of personal development,
standards,  attitude and rituals.  What is
the level  of  depth that connects you
with the employees,  cl ients or
suppliers? Are you thinking in terms of
the end game? Which of your current
strategies were successful  and growth
related? What are you doing with that
growth? Do you have benchmarks in
place to measure your growth? Do you
have clear procedures in place which
helps your team work to understand
what their performance needs to be? Or
do you have a lack of congruence? What
is the culture of the organization and
the team?
 
As your business evolves,  your business
challenges wil l  inevitably change.
Diff iculties wil l  require changes in how
you manage your business.  Support and
new approaches you derive from a
professional  coach can inspire you and
give you the confidence to meet future
set-backs with success.
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A report published by the Ethics &
Compliance Initiative (ECI)  in 2018 states
that,  employees believe that,  i f  a company
implements proactive communication and
trust into the workplace,  the commitment
to the company’s values increases.In saying
so,  it  is  indispensable that CEOs and
managers have a clear understanding of
the established values and beliefs and that
they have the responsibi l ity to serve as a
model of  excellence consciously.  In order
to develop workplace trust,  leaders must
demonstrate accountabil ity.Talking about
values and ethics is  not enough. Encourage
employees to l ive the values and to speak
up when standards are not being met.

How are you dealing with proactive
feedback from your employees?   Do you
take them on board or do you simply ignore
them? Do you feel  confident encouraging
diverse opinions? Do you respond to them?
Get clear on your company’s culture by
applying the Dynamic Energy Principles
Employee Engagement Survey.  Set
benchmarks to your success.  A good
company culture creates strong business
results.  When companies don’t  invest in
employees’  work,  those employees won’t  be
invested in their work either.  Create key
values that every employee understands
and feels accountable for achieving.
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Building Companies where
values and ethical  conduct
matters
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In 2015, enterprises

employing fewer

than 250 persons

represented 99 % of

all enterprises in

the EU.

source:Eurostat
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